
NOTICE FOR DOWNTIME – UNAVILABILITY OF SDMS from Friday 24th Feb 2017 
9 AM to Monday 27thFeb morning 8 AM. 

 
Dear all, 
 
This is to inform everyone that that SDMS would be down for maintenance from Friday 24th Feb 2017 
 9 am onward till Monday 27thFeb morning 8 am. During this period the SDMS system will be 
unavailable for most of the activities related to PMKVY 2.0 will be stopped. Applications like Assessors 
App and Registration App can be made use of in Offline mode. However , synchronization with the 
SDMS will happen only after we go live after Monday onwards,  as the web servers would not be 
available during the outage period. No certifications would happen over the week end and also no 
beneficiaries would be disbursedfor these three days over the week end.  
 
Business will resume normal, loaded with all the modules from Monday onwards.  
 
During this Downtime following critical activities would be carried out. 
 

1. RPL Tranche1 & 2: This module was long awaited and once promoted we would automate the 
process of payment to the PIAs to 80 % of the total in one go.   
 

2. Implementation of Effective dates module into production - This is an important feature to use 
as this will provide more robust mechanism of managing the changing Job Roles and 
corresponding financial details. The system would now be more helpful to Business and 
Accounts team to maintain sync. 
 

3. Promoting Placement module: An important feature to keep track of the candidate placements. 
This was long awaited ever since we launched PMKVY 2.0 
 

4. Special Projects phase 1 :We are working on the final configurations of analysing the feedback 
received on 22 Feb from business over Special Projects UAT.  
 

5. Certification: SDMS was never able to print certificates on its own ever since its conception.  
We have tested all the necessary functional libraries of this module for PMKVY 2.0. Printing of 
certificates for Non PMKVY will go on as usual through PB.  We are taking SSC wise printing 
whereby we will go one by one in the beginning and then activate it fully to become completely 
independent.  

 
Throughout this deployment phase, SDMS team would be available on phone and mail. The IT team 
would be having status update calls at 10 AM and 6 PM each days to track the progress. 
 
 
 


